
EQUIPMENT    THE TEST

Can your shoes REALLY add distance?
Under Armour says the new Spieth 2 shoes can... so four TG readers put the claim to the test

H ow often have you watched the world’s 
best players on TV and thought: “How 
do they hit it so far with seemingly so 

little effort?”
There are many differences between a tour 

player’s swing and a club golfer’s swing. But 
one of the biggest is how elite players use the 
ground to create leverage in their swing. 

Biomechanics expert Jean-Jacques Rivet 
is a leader in the field, and he has proved that 
the vast majority amateurs don’t use the 
ground effectively during their swing. 

They sway. They rock. They roll their feet. 
Their legs wobble and their knees knock… 
and they don’t hit it anywhere near as far  
as their body would let them by using  

the ground more effectively. 
To help them – and give all golfers a more 

stable platform on which to build power, 
whether they’re Jordan Spieth or a 
14-handica pper – Under Armour and Rivet 
went back to the shoe design drawing board, 
by examining the human foot and how it 
moves in a golf swing. 

The result is innovative new technology 
and delivers Rotational Resistance Traction; 
put simply, a more stable base thanks to 
unique RST spikes, integrated laces and a 
sole construction that provides more comfort 
and swing stability. It all adds up to a power 
platform that leads to more consistency – 
and more distance. 

This focus on traction and comfort is a 
unique approach to golf footwear design, but 
typical of the way Under Armour innovates 
in every market-leading product it 
creates. The big question, though, 
is: Does it work? 

To find out, we took four TG 
readers, ranging from five to 11 
handicap, to JJ Rivet’s 
Biomecaswing Sport 
Performance Centre at Terre 
Blanche in the south of France. There, 
they compared their own shoes against the 
Spieth 2s, both on foot pressure sensors 
and on the course, to find out if they make a 
difference. The results were startling... 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH 

Four TG readers tested the Spieth 
2 shoes under the watchful eye of 

biomechanics exper t JJ Rivet. 

Under Armour’s traction 
story for all its golf 

shoes – including the 
Spieth 2 – is unique. 

➔

THE SPIETH 2 IN DETAIL
● RRP: £160 (£180 BOA lacing)
● Colours: White/black, white/academy, 
white/white, black/black, grey/black
● More details: www.UA.com

UA SMART WEAVE
TPU fibres are woven into the shoe’s upper, 
so the Spieth 2 offers more support without 
being heavier. 

GORE-TEX WATERPROOFING
Offers total protection from moisture and 
rain without sacrificing breathability, with a 
two-year waterproof guarantee.

DUAL DUROMETER SOLE
A more flexible TPU section in the forefoot, to 
aid walking comfort combines with a firmer  
rear section to increase swing stability.

RST SPIKES
Rotational Resistance Spikes are designed 
to offer more traction and stability. They’ve 
been designed by Under Armour and Champ.

INTEGRATED LACING SYSTEM
The shoe also features an integrated lacing 
system for a locked-in fit, to combine 
comfort with stability and traction. 
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I ’m really impressed. Straight out of the 
box they’re comfortable, but when you 
start hitting balls… You don’t feel as if 

you’re swinging the club any harder, but you 
immediately think “that’s gone further”. Because 
you’ve got a more stable base, you’re gaining 
extra yards with less effort, which is exactly 
what the pros do. 

My problem is that I get too much weight on 
my toes, but in the Spieth 2s I feel like I can get 
my weight in the heels easier, and my feet stay 
there as I take the club back and start down. 

They certainly helped me stay more balanced, 
and keep more weight on my right foot during 
the backswing; I can get too much on the left. 

They feel like they really encompass your feet; 
your foot doesn’t move in the shoe at all.  

I do think there’s something in it for club 
golfers, especially players like me who will try 
anything to get an advantage. If I can find five 
yards I’ll take anything to give me that chance. 
I’ve never thought of shoes before as a performance 
aid, just something you wear on your feet! But to 

actually see them work 
on a force plate monitor 

was amazing, a 
real eye-opener. 

I buy a lot of 
golf kit, but 
I’ve always 
bought shoes 
based on 
“they’ll look 
nice with 
a pair of 

trousers”. I’ve 
never thought 

shoes could help 
your game – but 

we’ve just 
proved they 
can. 

JEAN-JACQUES RIVET
World leader in biomechanics research

Why is your footwork  
so important in golf?
To maximise your consistency and 
distance, you need a good coil in your 
backswing – and for that you need 
some resistance, to create a 
disassociation between your lower  
and upper bodies, to increase elastic 
muscle energy. Everything must start 
with your feet. You need to store this 
energy in your trail foot, so you can 
transmit it to your upper-body and then 
your arms, to release the club. 

So how do the Spieth 2s help  
you do this? 
In order to use the ground as a base, you 
need a shoe which is able to help your 
foot feel where to create this coiling. 
We looked at a foot without any shoes, 
and asked “how can we improve the 
way to create coil?” Understanding 
which part of the foot helps create the 
coil led to this design.

How much difference can  
they make?
We can now talk about the shoe like a 
golf club – depending on the shoe you’re 
wearing, you can create a natural coil 
and increase vertical force into the 
ground. All the guys here improved their 
coil. In the downswing, we saw much 
less sideways movement in all the 
swings. We saw 8-30kg more force, 
which they were able to release into the 
ball. Think of it like a slingshot, the more 
resistance you create – in this case 
force into the ground – the more 
speed and power you’ll be able to 
generate in your swing.  

You’ve done lots of work 
with tour players, but are 
you pleased with this test 
on real golfers? 
We saw all four guys use the 
shoes to achieve a minimum 
improvement of 8kg in vertical 
force – and a maximum of 33kg! 
All four had different swings, but 
better grounding, more stability, 
and their swing felt more 
effortless.

QA&

‘I never thought shoes could help you                         hit better golf shots… until today’

Name: Paul Pettinger
Handicap: Five
Home club: Wath Golf Club,  
South Yorks
Ground force (own shoes): 130kg

Ground force (Under Armour Spieth 2): 141kg
INCREASE IN GROUND FORCE 11kg

I was taught years ago to set-up on the 
balls of my feet, in an athletic posture, 
but the modern power swing comes from 

the ground, and you need a more stable 
platform to generate it. 

The Spieth 2s put me more in my heels 
and I immediately felt a difference. They’re so 
comfortable too, straight out of the box – I’ve 
played three rounds in three days without a 
single problem. 

I’ve never thought that shoes could help 
my game – I’ve always just bought a pair 
based on the design, comfort and the price. 

But with the Spieth 2s, the technology is 
there – you can see it in the spikes and the 
sole design – and it’s helping you hit better, 
more consistent shots. And the numbers prove 
it in the data. 

If you can  
gain extra 
stability, speed 
and distance  
from a pair of 
shoes, why wouldn’t 
you? The numbers 
speak for themselves. 
I’m impressed. 

Since returning from 
France, I’ve played in 
them a lot. As well as 
still being comfortable, 
the soles are good on 
soft ground and the 
cleats don’t get clogged 
with mud, which I find 
happens with other 
shoes. 

And I still seem to be 
hitting the ball further 
staying on my heels, 
which these shoes 
encourage you to do!

I t’s been an eye-opening experience. The first 
thing that struck me was how comfortable the 
Spieth 2s are, particularly when I took them 

off and put my own shoes back on. And when 
they’re on, you realise how stable they are, both 
for walking and swinging. 

My ground force numbers increased 
immediately – and JJ gave me some drills to 
work on to increase them even more, wearing 
shoes that feel more solid and grounded than 
anything I’ve ever worn before. 

My tendency is to be a bit on the front foot, 
but the shoes allowed me to get more weight in 
my heels. The shoes certainly make you feel more 
planted, and solid to the ground. It means you 
can hit it as far, if not further, with less effort; it’s 
a strange feeling! 

I never thought shoes could help you play 
better golf shots… until today. It’s amazing. In 
the past, when I’ve bought golf shoes, I’ve done 
so because a pro wears them, they look good or 
they go with an outfit. You don’t actually think 
of them as a performance tool; I never thought 
shoes could have this much impact on your 
game. It’s only when you go into it in this depth, 
and see the numbers, that you appreciate that 
the swing starts from the ground. When you get 
it right, it makes a huge difference to your strike. 

I think club golfers need to think a bit more 
about why they’re buying a certain pair of shoes. 

They won’t have access to a studio like this, 
or an expert like JJ Rivet, but they need to have 
a bit more of an understanding of what a shoe 
is doing. There’s science behind it – and it all 
stacks up. When you do see how important it 
is for your feel to be stable as you swing, it’s 
a real eye-opener. There’s a performance gain 
from wearing different shoes – who wouldn’t 
want that? Since I came back from France 
I’ve managed to shoot 37 and 39 points in 
two rounds. One of my playing partners was so 
impressed that he has bought a pair!

T his fitting was really interesting, when you 
get down to the nitty gritty of how your feet 
work during the golf swing. I learned a lot, 

about the shoes and how to swing in them. 
The numbers back up Under Armour’s 

marketing claims, too. You can feel the shoes 
working – you can feel they’re helping you keep 
your feet on the ground, and move more force 
into the ball so you don’t lose anything in your 
bottom half. 

I found it got easier the more balls I hit, too – I 
picked up 10kg of ground force immediately after 
swopping to the Spieth 2s, but as I hit more balls 
and got more comfortable with the feeling, that 
number increased; it finished at 33kg, which 
equates to four or five yards with a 6-iron. 

JJ explained things really well, and they’ve 
designed the shoes to lock into the 

ground. So, when you use 
the technology, and stay 

more planted, you can 
swing less hard but you 

get a better flight and it 
goes further. 

The design of the shoe 
makes it easier to use your 

feet correctly in the swing 
– stay stable, loading your 

right leg on the way back and 
then “pushing” off the ground on 
the way down. Even the spikes 
have been designed to help you 
generate more traction. 

I’m sold on the technology. 
What they say makes sense. 
I don’t understand why 
no-one’s done it before! JJ 

believes it’s because other 
brands build on what they’ve 
already got, whereas Under 

Armour started with a foot 
and a blank sheet of paper. 

Name: Michael Tomlinson
Handicap: Seven
Home club: Rochford Hundred 
Golf Club, Essex
Ground force (own shoes): 137kg

Ground force (Under Armour Spieth 2): 145kg
INCREASE IN GROUND FORCE 8kg

Name: Matt Davies
Handicap: 11
Home club: Magnolia Park,  
Bucks
Ground force (own shoes): 110kg

Ground force (Under Armour Spieth 2): 118kg
INCREASE IN GROUND FORCE 8kg

Name: Will Sands
Handicap: Five
Home club: Southampton  
Golf Club, Hants
Ground force (own shoes): 130kg

Ground force (Under Armour Spieth 2): 163kg
INCREASE IN GROUND FORCE 33kg

UNDER ARMOUR’S 
OTHER GOLF SHOES...

The headline Under Armour golf shoe for 
2018 is the Spieth 2, but every shoe in 

the line-up features similar stability 
technology to suit every player. 

UA MATCH PLAY £135
● Breathable, Clarino microfibre upper and a 
lightweight waterproof membrane keep you 
cool and dry.
● Carbon-fibre external heel counter for 
ultimate support.
● Integrated lacing system for a 
locked-in fit.
● Cork-covered moulded EVA 
footbed for a responsive and 
cushioned ride.
● UA Rotational Resistance (RST) 
Spikes for lockdown traction.
● TPU outsole with lightweight EVA 
midsole for responsive cushioning with 
every step.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH 

UA PERFORMANCE SPIKELESS £125
● Breathable, full-grain leather upper and a 
lightweight waterproof membrane keep you 
cool and dry.
● Cork-covered moulded EVA footbed 
delivers premium underfoot comfort.
● EVA midsole is both lightweight 
and responsive.
● UA Rotational Resistance outsole 
for lockdown traction and on-course 
flexibility.
● Spikeless outsole for a lighter, more 
flexible feel without any compromise 
in traction.
● Also available in Sunbrella fabric.

UA FADE RST £100
● Breathable, Clarino microfibre 
upper and a lightweight waterproof 
membrane keep you cool and dry.
● Integrated lacing system for a 
locked-in fit.
● Moulded, removable EVA footbed.
● UA Rotational Resistance (RST) 
Spikes for lockdown traction.
● Lightweight, durable rubber outsole 
with a moulded EVA midsole.
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